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CONTEXT
Patient-oriented research is about engaging patients, their
caregivers, and families as partners in the research process.
This engagement helps to ensure that studies focus on patientidentified priorities, which ultimately leads to better patient
outcomes [1].
The concept of “Virtuous Cycles” emerged in Australia in the
late 90s. This concept was central at the US National Science
Foundation workshop under the scientific direction of Charles
Friedman in 2013. Results from this workshop “Toward a
science of learning systems: a research agenda for the highfunctioning Learning Health System” have been published in
the JAMIA in 2015 [2]. The learning health system is based on
three main components:
- P2D : Performance to Data that gather data on practices
- D2K : Data to Knowledge to produce feedback and measure
gaps with best practices
- K2P : Knowledge to Practice to design and implement
changes and improve practices
Care trajectory is a topic encompassing broad concepts such
as continuity of care, care transition and episode of care. Care
trajectory is used by healthcare administration to plan optimal
care processes based on guidelines and best practices. Care
trajectories are usually adapted to the reality of the local
healthcare system.
To our knowledge there is no pragmatic model of a learning
health system using a patient-oriented approach for care
trajectories. Vanasse et al (2018) published the “6W
multidimensional model of care trajectories” [3], which
proposes six dimensions of the care process. This model
frames the acquisition and analysis of various data, in the
perspective of learning health system .
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OBJECTIVE
To design a pragmatic learning health system model that
focuses on patient’s care trajectories and their determinants
for the Quebec SPOR SUPPORT UNIT
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Using “The Learning Health System” framework, a strategic
planning workshop involving scientific leads of the Quebec
SPOR SUPPORT UNIT took place in October 2018. The
pragmatic model emerging from this meeting intertwined two
concepts: learning health systems and healthcare trajectory.
The proposed model drives the Quebec Support Unit activities
and the development of the SRAP2.0 business plan.
[1] http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/41204.html
[2] J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2015 Jan;22(1):43-50.
[3] Public Health. 2018 March,20 (57):53-61
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